Service systems used for various applications in home automation and security require estimating the locations precisely using certain sensors. Serving a mobile user automatically by sensing his/her locations in an indoor environment is considered as a challenge. However, indoor localization cannot be carried out effectively using the Global Positioning System (GPS). In recent years, the use of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) in locating a mobile object in an indoor environment has become popular. Some physical features have also been discussed to solve localization in WSNs. In this paper, we inquire into received signal strength indication (RSSI)-based solutions and propose a new localization scheme called the closer tracking algorithm (CTA) for indoor localization. Under the proposed CTA, a mechanism on mode-change is designed to switch automatically between the optimal approximately closer approach (ACA) and the real-time tracking (RTT) method according to pre-tuned thresholds. Furthermore, we design a mechanism to move reference nodes dynamically to reduce the uncovered area of the ACA for increasing the estimation accuracy. We evaluate the proposed CTA using ZigBee CC2431 modules. The experimental results show that the proposed CTA can determine the position accurately with an error distance less than 0.9 m. At the same time, the CTA scheme has at least 87% precision when the distance is less than 0.9 m. The proposed CTA can select an adaptive mode properly to improve the localization accuracy with high confidence. Moreover, the experimental results also show that the accuracy can be improved by the deployment and movement of reference nodes.
Introduction
The service systems for a large number of applications in home automation and security usually require accurate sensing of the locations of the user using certain sensors. The sensed data in the systems will be meaningless if the locations of the sensors are unknown. The systems sometimes require the recognition of time and the weather to make decisions. Users always hope to be served correctly by service systems in an indoor environment. To satisfy the demands of users, one of the key successful factors is to estimate the location of the user effectively. However, serving a mobile user automatically by estimating his/her locations in an indoor environment is considered a challenge. Indoor localization cannot be carried out effectively using the Global Positioning System (GPS), which is blocked in urban and indoor environments [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [15] [16] [17] . Hence, in recent years, the use of wireless sensor networks (WSNs) to locate mobile objects in the indoor environments has become popular. For example, personal activities are modeled and pre-stored in the database to provide automatic services accurately [18] . The activity patterns of the user can be sensed by the sensors in WSNs to trigger location-based services. Moreover, the application for monitoring remote cardiac patients can also be carried out effectively in WSNs [27] . The wearable device that transmits signals over the WSN can provide continuous electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring by measuring electrical potentials between the various points of the body using a galvanometer. Through the sensors in WSNs, the network system can reduce the response time if emergency situations are detected. The specific features of the devices in WSNs are low data rate, short range, low power consumption, and low cost (ZigBee Alliance). Some physical signals have been discussed to solve the issues of indoor localization in WSNs. Received signal strength indication (RSSI) is the power strength of radio frequency in a wireless environment. RSSI values can be measured and monitored periodically to calculate distances among objects. RSSI solutions do not require special devices or sophisticated hardware. Time of arrival (TOA) means the travel time of a radio signal from one single sender to another remote receiver. By computing the signal transmission time between a sender and a receiver, the distance can be determined approximately. The time difference of arrival (TDOA) is computed based on the emitted signals from three or more synchronized senders. This also refers to the solution of locating a mobile object by calculating the TDOA. In general, a localization system is composed of a blind node, some reference nodes, and base stations with tracking programs. In this paper, we look into RSSIbased solutions for indoor localization and propose a self-adaptable indoor localization scheme for WSNs. The proposed scheme is evaluated using ZigBee CC2431 modules.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, we briefly explain the related work on indoor localization in WSNs. The features of fingerprinting and real-time tracking are discussed. In Sec. 3, we define relevant arguments for describing our scheme and then illustrate the proposed scheme in detail. To validate the proposed scheme, the findings and experimental results are analyzed and discussed in Sec. 4 . We show that our scheme has more accurate and precise than the other existing methods. Finally, the conclusions and future work are summarized in Sec. 5.
Background
The localization in WSNs has become one of the most popular topics in recent years. To locate and track a mobile object can be applied widely in an indoor environment. ZigBee solutions are for instance applied in a variety of areas, including home automation, environment security, remote healthcare, and smart energy management (ZigBee Alliance). ZigBee is a promising protocol for WSNs in industries. ZigBee is a low-cost, low data rate, low-power, easily deployed and wireless mesh networking standard [14, 24, 25, 27] [12] [13] [14] . TinyOS, as one of the most popular operating system for wireless sensor networks, is used to control the ZigBee modules. TinyOS was developed at Berkeley in 2000 [26] . A number of technologies for indoor localization in WSNs have also been studied. We intend to inquire into the RSSI-based solutions and solve twodimensional localization issues. RSSI-based solutions only require common devices among other physical signals. In general, RSSI-based localization solutions in WSNs are categorized into two types: fingerprinting localization and real-time tracking localization.
Fingerprinting localization
The methods of fingerprinting localization (FPT) have been developed through analyzing and utilizing the RSSI characteristics of the environment. In general, a FPT method is partitioned into two phases [5, [8] [9] [10] [11] 15] . (1) In the training phase, the analyzed RSSI characteristics are first tuned and then stored in a database. (2) In the estimating phase, these features are retrieved to locate the position of a mobile object. For example [9] , the blind node (a mobile object) in the training phase is placed near all the positions of the pre-defined anchors, and the received RSSI values are tuned and stored in a database. Through the RSSI values, the blind node periodically sends requests to its surrounding reference nodes (anchors) and then receives response signals from these anchors. The FPT system can record these responses and analyze their characteristics until the analyzed results are stable. For example, a series offline training of a reference node k at location
], is used to compute a histogram h as an RSSI characteristic.
The reference nodes are indexed with k. The parameter M is the total number of RSSI samples. The parameter δ represents the Kronecker delta function [9] . Different anchors should have generally different RSSI characteristics. In the FPT method, a mobile object is approximately localized by comparing the current RSSI values with pre-stored RSSI features. The estimation accuracy of a mobile object is also associated with the deployment density and positions of the anchors. The advantage of the FPT is that the estimated results will be more accurate if the blind node is close enough to the pre-trained anchors. However, building an FPT system requires much effort, particularly when the RSSI features in an indoor environment have to be completed. The training effort and accuracy are traded off. Furthermore, the estimation accuracy also depends on the distance between the blind node and the reference nodes. In general, accuracy degrades as the distance increases.
Real-time tracking localization
Real-time tracking methods (RTT) can locate a mobile object by at least three reference nodes without a pre-trained database [1-4, 6, 7, 12, 15] . Trilateration graphs are ideal for locating a mobile object through at least three reference nodes with positions known in advance [1, 9, 12, 15, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . A triangle can be formed by three reference nodes. Three edges in the triangle can be used to determine the position of the blind node. Furthermore, each edge can be converted from the RSSI values using specific formulas. A trilateration graph for localization is determined recursively by adding an additional vertex until three edges exist to form a triangle. If the network contains a trilateration graph, one can search for the "seed" triangle in the graph exhaustively and greedily determine the trilateration extensions. Thus, an incremental algorithm can be adopted to search for other trilateration extensions of the sensor network. A mobile object can be progressively located from the incremental algorithms. Trilateration requires the coordinates of the reference nodes (X i , Y i ) and the distances d i p between the blind node and the pre-positioned reference nodes. For example, the target's position P (X p , Y p ) can be calculated using the minimum mean square error (MMSE) [3] . The difference between actual and estimated distance is defined as Eq. (2), where i is a reference position and p is a mobile object.
Equation (2) can be transformed into Eq. (3).
Then Eq. (3) can be transformed into Eq. (4). 
which can be solved using the matrix solution given by Eq. (6). Position P (X p , Y p ) can be obtained by calculating Eq. (6)
where
and
The advantage of RTT is that we do not need to spend on the training effort in advance. The RTT method can be used directly to estimate the positions through real-time RSSI values. However, real-time RSSI easily fluctuates due to physical interference in the environment, causing the localization using the RTT method to become easily inaccurate with high variation. The estimation accuracy of the RTT is relative to environment conditions. Furthermore, the estimation accuracy slightly depends on the distance between the blind node and the reference nodes, too.
The FPT and RTT algorithms have their own specific strengths and weaknesses. Therefore, we utilize their strengths and design a self-adaptable scheme for indoor localization in wireless sensor networks.
The Proposed Scheme
The proposed self-adaptable scheme, including an improved FPT algorithm and an enhanced RTT method, provides a mode-change mechanism to choose a better executing mode according to pre-tuned thresholds. In subsections, we define relevant arguments to describe our scheme and then illustrate the proposed scheme in detail.
Definitions
A blind node is a mobile object that is movable and can be localized through RSSI values in an indoor environment. A reference node is a fixed node that responds to 38 C.-L. Yang et al. RSSI to assist in locating the blind node. In this scheme, the blind node and the reference nodes are both ZigBee modules as ZigBee sensors are cheap, movable, easily available, and can be deployable conveniently. The terms defined in this subsection are used to represent our proposed scheme. These are categorized into primitive, original physical and derived terms. The primitive terms are defined as follows: The derived terms, whose values are calculated from the physical terms and primitive terms, are defined as follows:
rid that is the closest node to the blind node (mobile object BID)
where 
The proposed closer tracking algorithm (CTA)
The proposed CTA that contains an improved ACA method and a movement mechanism provides a mode-change mechanism to select a better executing mode automatically according pre-tuned thresholds. We tune and store the thresholds for the basic scheme in the initial step. The improved ACA is different from the FPT. The idea for ACA emerged from our observation on elderly persons in the house. The elderly usually stay in the same positions, such as the sofa, bed, in front of the TV, or near the door for a long time. The amount of time they stay in the same location inside the house is much longer than the amount of time they move. As we intend to provide automatic applications suitable for the elderly or persons in their houses, we can design a position tracking algorithm ideally based on observable features. Therefore, we specifically anchor the reference nodes near the positions where the elders are usually stay, while tuning the thresholds. The movement mechanism is an enhanced the RTT algorithm to reduce the uncovered area of ACA. The proposed CTA is designed specifically to enhance location-based services in home automation. The process of the proposed scheme that includes the improved ACA and the movement mechanism is shown in Figs. 1(a) and 2. The details are described in the steps as follows.
Step 0 -[Tuning Thresholds]
To decrease the error of converting the measured RSSI values to the estimated distances, we define the RSSI thresholds to estimate the distances between the blind For tuning thresholds in this initial step, the RSSI values of two RIDs were measured empirically in one-dimensional space at different distances d, such as 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 m. Second, these values were calculated through the mentioned definition of thresholds. They were stored permanently in the mentioned term: R threshold . In other words, the values of thresholds can be determined using the thresholds definition, and the measured RSSI values can be computed in this step. Furthermore, thresholds can be defined as other statistic methods, such as interval estimation.
Step 1 -[Find the Nearest Node and Build the CloseList]
The blind node (BID ; a mobile object) broadcasts its requests periodically and then receives RSSI values (R now ) from its neighbor nodes (RIDs). The neighbor nodes (RIDs) are sorted by comparing their RSSIs (R now ) with the pre-defined thresholds (R threshold ) and recorded in the CloseList. An RID is stored in the CloseList if the measured RSSIs of the RID are within distance d from R threshold . The RIDs in the CloseList are also sorted by their R now values. Therefore, the reference node closest to the BID should be recorded in the CloseList [0], which is called ClosestRID. The process of establishing the CloseList and finding the nearest node is shown in Fig. 3 . 
Step 2 -[Determine the Mode]
If the nearest node is found in the Step 1, the improved ACA is selected to locate the mobile object further. In other words, if there is no record in the CloseList, the improved RTT (a movement mechanism) is executed to locate the mobile object. The process of determining the active modes is shown in Fig. 1(a) .
Step 3 -[The Improved ACA]
The improved ACA performs an initial step by drawing a complete circular area (ClosestRID-circle) as the measured R now of the ClosestRID is within the pre-tuned thresholds of distance d in Step 1, where the center of the ClosestRID-circle is the ClosestRID, and the radius is the distance d. The ClosestRID-circle can be divided conceptually into several partial-circles. By comparing the R now with the RN RSSI , we can determine the closer node among the ClosestRID or the blind node (BID) to form a half-circle as shown in Fig. 1(b) . For example, the closer node is the BID if the R now is larger than the RN RSSI . A half-circle of the ClosestRID can thus be determined. The half-circle is also close to the side of the reference RID of the CloseList. In other words, if the R now is smaller than the RN RSSI , the closer node is the ClosestRID. A half-circle of the ClosestRID can also be determined. However, the difference is that the half-circle is far from the reference RID of the CloseList. The intersection of the half-circle and the complete ClosestRID-circle can form a smaller partial-circle of the ClosestRID. We can iteratively intersect the half-circle and partial ClosestRID-circle to form another smaller partial-circle until all the RIDs in the CloseList are considered. The blind node is located in the final 
Movement mechanism
In Step 2, the localization scheme is performed under the RTT mode if there is no record in the CloseList. However as indicated earlier, accuracy is not sufficient. An improved method would be one that chooses the Closest RID node from the neighbor nodes and then moves it towards the direction of the estimated position of the blind node. The position of the blind node can be estimated first under the RTT mode. Second, the mechanism selects the reference node that has the largest RSSI values and then moves the node toward the estimated position of the blind node. Thus, the direction and destination of moving the closest RID node can be determined using the estimated position of the blind node (BID) under the RTT mode. Finally, the localization scheme is switched to the ACA mode to estimate the position of the blind node again. The process of switching between the RTT mode and the improved ACA mode by moving a reference node is shown in Fig. 6 . Through this process, we can ideally move a reference node close to the blind node and then switch to the ACA mode for further localization. Therefore, the proposed CTA can increase the localization accuracy. 
Performance Evaluation
The ZigBee modules, which include the CC2431 and CC2430 chips [12] , are deployed to validate the proposed scheme in our experiments. The CC2431 chip represents the blind node, whereas the CC2430 chips represent the reference nodes. ZigBee has a radio frequency band of 2.4 GHz and a transmission bit-rate of approximately 250 kb/s. The other specific features of these chips are listed in Table 1 ; the snapshot of the CC2431 module is shown in Fig. 7 . The RSSI values are measured continuously in the experiment, and all the values are stored in a database for further analysis. The proposed CTA is implemented using the C#.NET language.
Findings
To simplify the thresholds tuning, we first decrease the estimated three-dimensions RSSI to one-dimension and measure one-dimensional RSSI values in different environments, where the electromagnetic waves are isolated, absorbed, or normal. At the same time, the RSSI values are measured at different distances in the three environments. The average of the collected values is computed, as shown in Fig. 8 . In the figure, the x-axis represents the various distances between a blind node and a reference node, namely, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3 m. In the y-axis, the averages of the measured RSSI values are represented. Furthermore, the measurements of the RSSI values are repeated until the statistical results are stable. To show the data points above the horizontal line, all the measured values are added to 100. The statistical results are shown in Fig. 8 . The values of standard deviation σ are utilized to define the thresholds further. The formula provided by Texas Instruments (TI ) representing the relationship between the RSSI value and the estimated one-dimensional distance is shown as follows:
where n is a signal propagation constant or exponent, d is a distance from the blind node to the reference node, and A is the received signal strength at a 1 m distance. According to formula (9), one-dimensional distance d can be derived from the measured RSSI values of Fig. 8 . The results of the derived distances in the findings are shown in Fig. 9 . The minimal and accepted errors between the derived and actual distances in the three environments are at the distances of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 m with the given parameters (A, n). These errors are less than 1.0 m in the trial, providing us with opportunities to obtain the accurate localization using this characteristic. Therefore, we design our scheme to search for the probable nearest reference node as mentioned in step 1 of the proposed scheme. The defined thresholds in the initial step 0 can adapt the boundary sensibilities and enhance the searching hit-ratios by adjusting the standard deviation σ. 
Results
In this experiments, an actual position is represented by the coordinate (x, y), and an estimated position is represented by the coordinate (i, j). Therefore, we can simply define the accurate distance as an Error Distance formula as follows:
To validate the accuracy of the proposed CTA, we implement the proposed CTA compared with the FPT [9] , original CTA [15] , and RTT [12] using the CC2431 location engine. The experimental results of deploying four reference nodes are shown in Fig. 10 . The x-axis represents the distance from the blind node to the closest reference node. In the y-axis, the estimation error represents the difference between an actual and an estimated position. Figure 10 shows that the accuracy of the proposed CTA is less than 1 m when the distance in x-axis is within 2 m; the proposed scheme can determine the position accurately with an error distance of less than 1 m when the blind node approaches any reference node. Furthermore, the accuracy in the experiment approaches that of the RTT methods if the distance in x-axis is greater than 2 m. The FPT is accurate enough when the blind node moves near the pre-trained positions. The estimation error is less than 1.5 m if the distance in the x-axis is within 1.5 m. However, the estimation error is more than 1.7 m if the distance in the x-axis is over 1.5 m, which is characteristic of the FPT method. The estimation errors of the RTT method are considerably stable at all distances. The accuracy of the RTT method is 1.5 m on average. Hence, the accuracy of RTT method is absolutely independent of the positions of the reference nodes. The distances between the blind node and the closest reference node increase along the x-axis. Therefore, the RSSI values are interfered increasingly by some background noise, causing the variances to increase as well. In the FPT method, the signal features diminish, and the estimation errors increase. Thus, the FPT method cannot determine the position accurately when the distance between the blind node and the closest reference node is more than 2 m. Under this condition, our proposed CTA changes the operational mode from the ACA to the RTT. As a result, the accuracy of the proposed method is close to the accuracy of the RTT if the distance of the x-axis is over 2 m. In the case of x = 2.5 m, the proposed CTA is slightly more accurate than the RTT method. In the case of x = 3.0 m, the proposed CTA is slightly worse than the RTT method.
In Figs. 11 and 12 , we show the precision of the proposed CTA, original CTA, and the FPT and RTT methods. The precision representing the confidence of the localization is defined as follows:
Number of within Acceptable Error Distance
Total Estimated Times .
Similar to the experimental design of the precision in Fig. 11 , the acceptable error distance is set to 1 m. Under this condition, if the estimated error is less than or equal to 1 m, the estimation record is selected for the precision calculation. The precision of the proposed CTA is at least 95%, 91%, and 80% at 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 m, respectively. The RTT method presents relatively low precision in this condition. The CTA scheme has higher precision than the other methods. The scheme with high precision is especially useful in an indoor localization. In Fig. 12 , the precision of the proposed CTA is over 83% at both 2 and 3 m. However, the precision is low (66%) in the case of x = 2.5 m. The reason is that most estimated errors remain in the ranges between 1.5 and 1.8 m, which is an interesting situation because the mode-changing functionality is just performed between these ranges.
The usability of the mode-changing operation of the proposed CTA corresponds to the usage ratio of the ACA and the RTT modes in the experiment. The usability of the mode-changing functionality is presented in Fig. 13 . The usage ratios of the ACA and the RTT are shown at various distances in the y-axis. The ACA method is useful if the distance is less than 1.75 m. Furthermore, the ACA mode changes to the RTT if the distance increases over 1.75 m. The mode-changing operation can be carried out practically according to the thresholds we set in advance. As a result, the proposed CTA can select an adaptive mode to acquire high precise localization.
The number of deployed references nodes can influence accuracy and precision. We validate the accuracy influence by deploying eight reference nodes and compare this with four reference nodes. In Fig. 14 , the accuracy of estimation errors of the proposed CTA can be less than 0.9 m, which is better than the original CTA [15] and RTT. Figure 15 shows the precision of the proposed CTA, which is more than 87% and is on average higher than the original CTA [15] . As a result of deploying more reference nodes, Step 3 of the improved ACA can intersect to form a smaller partialcircle range. The intersection of the eight reference nodes is compared with that of the four nodes, as shown in Fig. 16 . The intersected area in Fig. 16(b) is smaller than that in Fig. 16(a) .
In a living room, we deploy six reference nodes (Ref1-Ref6) with arbitrary positions in areas that the user usually stays close. We compare the proposed CTA with the RTT in this environment. The accuracy and precision are shown in Figs accurate enough if we intend to provide location-based services in a real-indoor environment. In Fig. 18 , the precision is more than 82% when the distance is less than or equal to 1.5 m. At the same time, the precision is at least 91% when the distance is less than or equal to 1 m. The precision is about 95% when the distance is less than or equal to 0.5 m. In other words, the estimated confidence is sufficient to provide location-based services in a real-indoor environment. The dotted lines in Fig. 19 represent the movable tracks of the reference nodes (Ref1-Ref5). While the CTA scheme is under the RTT mode, the mechanism of switching to ACA mode is carried out by moving the reference node. Ref1, Ref4 and Ref5, areas where the users are usually close to for various conditions in a living room, are automatically selected to be moved. The experimental results in Table 2 Fig . 19 . Experimental environment of the movable reference nodes. show that the directions can be determined correctly while the users are at the six positions marked as U 1-U 6. The estimated errors can decrease effectively by 52% on average after movement. Therefore, the accuracy can be improved by the mechanism of moving the reference nodes.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we investigated the RSSI-based solutions for indoor localization and proposed a new self-adaptable indoor localization scheme called CTA for WSNs. The mode-changing operation of the proposed CTA was designed to switch between ACA and RTT methods. This functionality can adapt the optimal modes automatically according to the pre-defined thresholds, which we had tuned and mentioned in Sec. 4.1. We also designed a moving mechanism for the reference nodes to reduce the uncovered area of the ACA and increase the accuracy of the CTA scheme while the original positions of the estimated objects are beyond the reference nodes. The proposed CTA can select an adaptive mode properly and improve the localization accuracy significantly. Our experimental results show that the proposed CTA can accurately determine positions with an error distance of less than 0.9 m. At the same time, the estimated precision of our proposed method is at least 87% when the distance is less than 0.9 m. Our results indicate that the accuracy can also be improved by the movement and deployment of the reference nodes. The CTA scheme can be applied to trigger correct and suitable services for various applications in home automation and security according to the estimated locations of the user. In the future, CTA can provide promising quality of services geared towards taking care of the elderly and offer location-based services in an indoor environment.
